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1. Königsberg. 
Kant and the publicity of public law



#Overview

• Conceptional Sightseing
• What happened: Netzpolitik.org Case 
• German (Case) Law (FCJ/FCC): Wallraf; Pätsch; 

Spiegel
• Hypothetical Case Study
• ECHR Basics: Article 10; Proportionality/Margin of

Appreciation
• ECHR Case Law and Secrets: Spycatcher; Stoll
• ECHR Case Law and Blogs
• Conclusion



#conceptional tour

• Kaliningrad

• Berlin

• Karlsruhe

• Strasbourg

• Pretoria



#publicity (publicness)

• In the second appendix of his writing “Zum 
ewigen Frieden” (Perpetual Peace) Kant 
underlined the “transcendental principle of 
the publicity of public law”. 

• Kant argued that "All actions relating to the 
right of other men are unjust if their maxim is 
not consistent with publicity." 

• Human rights dimension 



#national security and
the duty to protect

• In 2010, Amnesty International called on the 
whistleblower website WikiLeaks to expunge the 
names of Afghans mentioned in the war logs 
because of the fear of being be targeted by 
insurgents. 

• In November 2009, WikiLeaks published the '9/11 
messages', a massive archive including thousands 
of text messages sent on September 2001 in the 
wake of the terrorist attacks on New York and 
Washington.



#Pätsch (whistleblowing)

• FCJ: Article 5 of the German Constitution 
provides the right to reveal serious irregularities 
in agencies in order to remedy abuses. If this 
information concerns state or official secrets, the 
person disclosing it must limit the information to 
that which is strictly essential to end the abuse. 
Furthermore, prior to communicating with the 
public, superiors within the agency must be 
contacted. In exceptional cases where the 
constitutional order is seriously infringed, the 
public may be directly informed. 



#Wallraff

• The FCC made clear that the propagation of 
unlawfully acquired information falls within 
the protective scope of the freedom of the 
press.  The Court also turned to potential 
limits and the significance of the concerned 
knowledge in informing the public and for the 
formation of public opinion.



#Spiegel

• FCC: “the significance of the published facts, etc. are to be 
taken into consideration both for the potential opponent 
and for the formation of political opinion on a case-by-case 
basis; the threats to the security of the nation that might 
arise from publication are to be balanced against the need 
to be informed of important events, including in the area of 
defense policy” 

• “the uncovering of fundamental weaknesses in defense 
readiness may in the long term be more important than 
secrecy, despite the military detriment to the good of the 
Federal Republic that this might initially entail; the public's 
reaction normally will prompt the responsible State organs 
to initiate the required remedial measures.” 



#proportionality #margin of
appreciation

• The doctrine of proportionality marks the heart of the 
Court’s investigation into the reasonableness of 
restrictions but there is a complex interaction with the 
principle of judicial restraint.

• In general, the Court does not deny that member 
states have some discretion in assessing what is 
necessary (“margin of appreciation”). On the other 
side, this cannot mean that there is no supranational 
review.  Hence, the exact scope (wide or narrow) of the 
margin of appreciation is subject to academic 
discussion and manifold case law. 



#Stoll

• The Court noted that it was important to ascertain 
whether the disclosure of the report and/or the 
impugned articles were, at the time of publication, 
capable of causing “considerable damage” to the 
country’s interests.  In that context the Court attached 
some importance whether the documents were 
classified as “confidential” or “secret”. 

• According to the Court’s reasoning, the time of the 
publication may also heighten the risk of a potential 
threat. 

• The Court also examined the way in which the articles 
had been edited. 



#Freedom of expression (press?) and
the internet

• Delfi: “In light of its accessibility and its capacity to 
store and communicate vast amounts of information, 
the Internet plays  an important role in enhancing the 
public’s access to news and facilitating the 
dissemination of information generally.” 
– But, the Court also made clear that the risk of harm posed 

by content and communications on the Internet is 
potentially higher than that posed by the press. 

• Stoll: “in a world in which the individual is confronted 
with vast quantities of information circulated via 
traditional and electronic media and involving an ever-
growing number of players, monitoring compliance 
with journalistic ethics takes on added importance.” 



#social watchdog #whistleblowing

• Steel&Morris: “in a democratic society even small and 
informal campaign groups, must be able to carry on 
their activities effectively. Individuals outside the 
mainstream also contribute to the public debate.”  

• Guja:“In a democratic system the acts or omissions of 
government must be subject to the close scrutiny not 
only of the legislative and judicial authorities but also 
of the media and public opinion. The interest which the 
public may have in particular information can 
sometimes be so strong as to override even a legally 
imposed duty of confidence.”  



State secrets and the protection of
individuals



2. Berlin. The Netzpolitik.org case



Source: www.zeit.de

Bloggers: A. Meister & M. Beckedahl

source: http://www.zeit.de/politik/deutschland/2015-08/netzpolitik-4/wide__822x462


Articles: „Secret moneyrain“ and
„secret unit group“

Source: netzpolitik.org

https://netzpolitik.org/2015/secret-department-we-present-the-new-german-domestic-secret-service-unit-to-extend-internet-surveillance/


You've got mail 

Source: netzpolitik.org

https://pound.netzpolitik.org/wp-upload/2015-07-24_Generalbundesanwalt-Ermittlungsverfahren-Landesverrat.png


Public debate: #landesverrat. 

Sources: www.ccc.de and netzpolitik.org 

http://www.ccc.de/


#landesverrat. They even sold T-shirts

Sources: www.ccc.de and netzpolitik.org 

http://www.ccc.de/


World press freedom index and
Germany: declining?

CC BY-NC-ND 2.0, via Freedom of the Press report 



3. Karlsruhe. State secrets and German 
(case) law



Section 93 GCC 

• (1) State secrets are facts, objects or 
knowledge which are only accessible to a 
limited category of persons and must be kept 
secret from foreign powers in order to avert a 
danger of serious prejudice to the external 
security of the Federal Republic of Germany.



Section 94 GCC 

• (1) Whosoever

• 1.  communicates a state secret to a foreign power or 
one of its intermediaries; or

• 2.  otherwise allows a state secret to come to the 
attention of an unauthorised person or to become 
known to the public in order to prejudice the Federal 
Republic of Germany or benefit a foreign power

• and thereby creates a danger of serious prejudice to 
the external security of the Federal Republic of 
Germany, shall be liable to imprisonment of not less 
than one year.



FCJ and FCC

Source: bundesverfassungsgericht.de (stephan baumann) 



The „Spiegel-case“

SPIEGEL 41/1962 



4. Strasbourg. ECtHR and Art. 10 case
law



ECtHR

Source: coe.int 



Article 10 ECHR

• “1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall 
include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart 
information and ideas without interference by public authority and 
regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from 
requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema 
enterprises.

• 2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and 
responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, 
restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary 
in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, 
territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or 
crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of 
the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of 
information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority 
and impartiality of the judiciary.”



Spycatcher and Stoll cases



5. Pretoria. European and international 
standards



The Tshwane Principles



The Tshwane Principles



The Tshwane Principles



Conclusion

• Netzpolitik.org´s (hypothetical) individual complaint before the 
ECtHR would have been successful:

• The articles contained political speech (strong protection; narrow 
margin of appreciation) . 

• After the Snowden disclosures, surveillance issues trigger the 
highest public interest. 

• Netzpolitik.org functioned as public (social) watchdog 
• Chilling effects (?)
• The potential threat for the Federal Republic of Germany was 

minimal.  
• Time and circumstances of the disclosure were not extraordinary 

sensitive
• The presentation of the articles was not excessive / sensational. 
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